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Abstract

Galactic bulges make up a significant portion of a spiral galaxies mass. Yet for a

long period they have been generally understudied in comparison to the rest of the

galaxy. The hardest galaxy to study is our own. Being in the plane, observations

of the centre of the Milky Way (MW) is blocked by the stars and dust making

measurements of its internal structures a challenge. To make predictions of the

inner workings of the Bulge, star forming simulations are created to qualitatively

compare the kinematics of the simulations and observations with the goal of inferring

the formation mechanism of the MW bulge. This project was able to reproduce

observed trends in chemically separated stellar proper motions within the MW with

the age separated proper motions of a N-body+SPH simulation. This simulations

bulge was formed through a kinematic fractionation process producing a Box/Peanut

distribution. The results of this thesis give further evidence to the MW hosting a

bar at its centre and a B/P bulge distribution formed through secular evolution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The stellar bulges of disc galaxies constitute ∼ 25% of all stellar light in the universe

(Persic and Salucci, 1992; Fukugita et al., 1998). Furthermore, the bulge makes up

approximately 1/5th of a galaxys stellar mass (Zoccali and Valenti, 2016). As such

a major structure, it has been greatly understudied for a long time. However,

as greater resolution telescopes and theoretical simulations have been developed,

the less a simple power law definition has been able to account for observations of

external galaxies. To be able to qualitatively compare any results we find during this

project, the nature and current understanding of the bulges we observe in external

galaxies must be reviewed.

To study the chemical evolution of a stellar system we consider a proxy for the

full chemical composition of a star. Metallicity is defined as the logarithmic ratio of

mass fraction of Iron (Fe) to Hydrogen (H) in a star relative to the Sun by Equation

1.1 where Nx is the number of atoms of element x per unit volume.

[Fe/H] = log10

(
NFe

NH

)
?

− log10

(
NFe

NH

)
�

(1.1)

A stellar system can be defined by an Initial-Mass-Function (IMF) which de-

scribes the initial distribution of mass in a the system. The first generation of stars
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CHAPTER 1

have a metal-poor composition of mainly hydrogen and helium. Examples of old

stars in the Milky Way are thick disc stars which have a metallicity of [Fe/H] = −1

making them ten times more metal-poor than the Sun. The lower mass stars of this

system will remain over their long life and not change their metallicity significantly

while evolving. However, the high mass stars undergo further evolutionary steps

and produce a greater number of heavier elements in their core and will most likely

end their much shorter lives in a supernova. The remaining gas which did not form

stars in the system, the interstellar medium (ISM), is enriched by heavier elements

through several processes. The first being the stellar winds of the red giant branch

stars in the system, contributed to by primarily by the high mass stars. The gas

can also be enriched through type Ia and type II supernova. This means the ensu-

ing generation of stars form with a higher metallicity than the previous (Karttunen

et al., 2017).

This process of enrichment produces a correlation between the age and metal-

licities referred to as an age-metallicity relation (AMR). For a simple system such

as an isolated stellar system, this relationship is relatively simple. For systems such

as high mass galaxies, the picture is not so clear. With star-formation not uniform

across the entire galaxy and star formation rate not uniform throughout a galaxy’s

evolution, discreet age populations can have a range of metallicities. This also

doesn’t take into consideration gas accretion from the intergalactic medium (IGM)

and merging events. A relationship between increasing age and decreasing metallic-

ity is found for local stellar systems such as the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds

(Piatti, 2012; Rubele et al., 2012, 2015; Bekki and Tsujimoto, 2012; Cignoni et al.,

2013; Piatti and Geisler, 2013). This can also be seen in the Solar neighbourhood

(Chiappini et al., 2001; Gibson et al., 2003)).

2



CHAPTER 1

1.1 Defining the Bulge Component

Next considering the definition of the bulge component of a galaxy. When a galaxy

is viewed edge-on the bulge is considered as a distribution of smooth light which pro-

trudes out of the central disc. Due to low resolution observations, the distribution of

the bulges of external galaxies were assumed to be smooth. Being a smooth distribu-

tion implies that there is little to no star formation or dust within the structure also

indicating there is a single age population. In early research, the light profile fitted

to this structure was the Sérsic profile: an r1/n law with commonly n=4 (Sersic,

1968; Athanassoula, 2005). The most commonly referenced galaxy which fits this

definition is the Sombrero Galaxy (NGC 4594). However, as the quality and number

of observations of galaxies increased as did the number of examples this definition

did not fit.

Instead of easily modelled spheroidal bulges, observers found structures with

peanut or box-shapes and bulges which display disc-like morphologies and kinematics

such as inner spirals, rings, dust lanes and star-forming regions (Carollo et al., 1998).

A pair of definitions were introduced by Kormendy and Kennicutt (2004) for bulges:

classical bulges and pseudo-bulges. Classical bulges matching the previous definition

of a smooth distribution. Their fast formation through gravitational collapse or

through merging events in the formation period with other galaxies makes this bulge

an older structure. They classified pseudo-bulges as disc-like structures arising due

to the presence of a bar. With gas being accumulated at the galactic centre this

can form a disc or ring which can undergo star formation producing a population

of young stars in the bulge. The process of gas inflows to the galactic centre was

studied by Cole et al. (2014). Still, this doesn’t address the other observed bulges

described as peanut or box-shaped.

Athanassoula (2005) presented definitions of bulges in three categories. The first

being again the classical bulge. They also presented another classical bulge forming
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CHAPTER 1

scenario of a gaseous proto-disc which is formed from the gravitational instabilities

of material falling onto the early galaxy. Clumps of gas fall to the centre which

merge to form a central bulge. This scenario was proposed by Noguchi (2000). The

clumps fall quickly to the centre with a high amount of star-formation which leads

to an old α-element rich population. This scenario also leads to a near r1/n density

profile which matches the original bulge classification. The second definition is the

Box/Peanut (B/P) bulge, sometimes referred to as an X-shaped bulge. These bulges

are a product of secular evolution within barred galaxies which make up about 70%

of disk galaxies (Eskridge et al., 2000). Secular evolution of this nature is slower than

how classical bulges form. The bar forms within a few galaxy rotations. Following

the bar formation, vertical heating transfers vertical motion to stars within the bar to

greater heights above the disc. When the bar is viewed edge-on (with its major axis

perpendicular to the line of sight) the bulge exhibits its signature shape. Due to it

being formed from the stars present in the inner disc and vicinity of the bar, any stars

formed in this region will become part of the morphology of this bulge. Therefore,

the population of a B/P bulge will contain young stars although the majority of it

can be constituted of old stars. The third type presented by Athanassoula (2005) is

the Disc-like bulges. These match the Kormendy and Kennicutt (2004) definition of

pseudo-bulges outlined above. Findings of such structures (nuclear discs/rings) both

in simulation and in external galaxies have since been presented in recent studies

(Portaluri et al., 2013; Cole et al., 2014; Debattista et al., 2015). These disc-like

features being linked to galaxy bulges has been suggested by the previous work of

Kormendy and Kennicutt (2004).

Even these robust definitions are not finite. The presence of a combination of

these bulges is not impossible. Prugniel et al. (2001) argued that multiple bulges

can exist with the same galaxy. This type of bulge is sometimes referred to as a

compound bulge. This can affect the measured signatures of which bulge structures
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are present (Cole et al., 2014). Galaxies observed at different rotations and inclina-

tions can effect the interpretation of the bulge’s morphology. B/P bulges can appear

spherical when viewed along the bar (end-on) and may only be detectable through

kinematics (Erwin and Debattista, 2017).

1.2 Box/Peanut Bulge Formation

Both B/P and disc-like bulges are prerequisite by the formation of a bar. The high

percentage of galaxies hosting a bar accounts for the frequency at which we find B/P

bulges in external galaxies. Erwin and Debattista (2017) used a sample of 84 barred

external galaxies to find what fraction have a B/P bulge. When doing this they

found a mass dependence on the chance of forming a B/P. They also demonstrated

that for galaxies of mass ≤ 10.4 Mstellar/ M� have a 79% chance of forming such a

bulge whereas low mass galaxies have only ≈ 12% chance. They were also able to

correlate other mass-dependent properties of the galaxies (such as bar strength) to

a formation chance. These structures are no longer expected to be mono-aged and

have a range of ages through the migration of disc stars within the vicinity of the

bar and through regions of star formation fuelled by gas inflows due to the bar (Cole

et al., 2014). However, the young population may not be as extended as the older

component when considering vertical heights above the plane (Ness et al., 2014).

Two processes that can vertically thicken the bar to give rise to the B/P shape.

One is the bar buckling instability and the other being symmetric vertical thickening.

Binney and Tremaine (2008) explained that bars “formed in thin disks rapidly evolve

into thick structures that appear boxy when viewed edge-on, probably because they

are unstable to buckling”. The higher horizontal velocity dispersion due to orbital

motion along the bars major axis makes the bar more susceptible to the buckling

instability than the surrounding disk (Raha et al., 1991; Binney and Tremaine,

2008; Debattista et al., 2006; Ness et al., 2014). It was theorised that bars may
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be weakened or even destroyed by this instability, however Debattista et al. (2006)

found no cases in which the bar was destroyed in several different simulations with

varying gas physics. Only cases where buckling resulted in very weak bars were

found. They also noted that buckling does not always result in a peanut-shaped

structure and not all bars buckle. At high enough central concentrations of gas,

the buckling instability can be suppressed (Debattista et al., 2006). The buckling

process has been observed in external galaxies and compared to simulation in a

paper by Erwin and Debattista (2016). They were able to determine the timescale

over which this event occurs. They showed that buckling is a quick process, on the

order of ∼ 1 Gyr.

Alternatively, the bar can also go through a slower process of symmetric growth.

Stars on orbits which stream along the bar can become vertically thicker from being

trapped on vertical resonances (Debattista et al., 2006; Quillen et al., 2013). The

orbits which support the bar are found to be the x1 family of orbits. The orbital

families and their characteristics are explored in detail in Valluri et al. (2016). Ab-

bott et al. (2017) showed that not one orbital family can explain the full extent of a

B/P bulge morphology. Groups of non-resonant box and boxlet orbits all contribute

to the observed shape. Erwin and Debattista (2017) found B/P bulges present in

80% of barred galaxies with gas mass ratios as high as 0.1. This is an indication of

B/P bulges forming through this slow process as it is less dependent on the density

of gas, unlike the buckling instability.

1.3 Kinematic Fractionation

Debattista et al. (2017) presented their findings of a process called kinematic frac-

tionation. This is the separation of stellar populations with the same spatial dis-

tribution but different initial in-plane kinematics, due to the bar. To theoretically

demonstrate kinematic fractionation they produced a pure N-body simulation with
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a single distribution function. This initial disc was then split into five separate popu-

lations with increasing in-plane velocity dispersions, but all have an identical density

distribution referenced as D1 to D5 with D1 being the ’hottest’ kinematically. They

also produced two compound discs with combinations of the separate populations.

One to approximate a galaxy with uniform star formation rate through its life (equal

combination) and one to approximate a declining star formation history (5:4:3:2:1

ratio of D1:D2:D3:D4:D5). This produced a disc with a high population of old stars

compared to young stars. The full simulation parameters are discussed within the

paper. When viewed separately, after a period of evolution, disc D1 shows the most

rapid increase in average vertical height before the bar even forms as a trade-off for

a decrease in average radial velocity dispersion. The bar amplitude increase slowly

only after the average radial velocity dispersion has ceased decreasing but never

produces a strong bar. However, the coolest disc, D5 slowly increases its vertical

distribution as its average radial velocity dispersion increases along with the bar

strength until eventually the bar buckles. The buckling event rapidly increases the

average vertical height and decreases both average radial velocity and bar strength.

This result showed that the evolution of a population is heavily dependent on the

initial radial velocity dispersion before the disc forms a bar. If a disc is comprised

of both ’hot’ and ’cold’ (kinematically) populations the hot will act to thicken the

disc rapidly and loose its radial velocity dispersion without forming a strong bar.

The cold component drives the formation of a strong bar which can buckle leading

to vertical thickening of younger populations and the increase in radial velocity

dispersion. Compound discs more closely resemble real galaxies we observe. Both

compound discs explored by Debattista et al. (2017) showed qualitatively similar

trends. A bar forms less rapidly than the D1 disc and grows to form a strong bar

while vertical height slowly increases. Peak bar strength is seen to have an anti-

correlation with initial radial velocity dispersion. The bar then buckles giving a

7
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rapid increase in average vertical height. Prior to buckling the hottest population

had the largest increase in vertical height. This population remained the one with

the largest vertical height after buckling.

These pure N-body simulations show that bar evolution can drive the vertical

thickening of the inner disc. Stellar populations with greater initial radial velocities

end up with a greater average vertical height above the plane than populations with

cooler initial radial velocities. The hotter population trace a more spheroidal shape

contrary to the peanut-shaped produced by the cooler population. This demon-

strates that initial radial velocities are the determining parameter for the morphol-

ogy of the resulting bulge.

Debattista et al. (2017) then progressed onto exploring if this theory holds to

for a high-resolution N-body+Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) simulation

which forms a bar-spiral galaxy completely from gas. The full details of this model

will be outlined in the next chapter. As an overview, this simulation forms a disc

galaxy from a gas corona eventually forming a strong bar, a nuclear disc and a B/P

shaped bulge (Cole et al., 2014; Ness et al., 2014; Debattista et al., 2015, 2017). The

chemistry of the gas is enriched through the feedback of asymptotic giant branch

stellar winds, type Ia and type II supernova. The velocities and spacial components

are scaled to approximate the Milky Way. The observers location is placed to match

the Suns position within the Galaxy.

Considering the simulation throughout its evolution, the oldest stars exhibited

the greatest radial velocity dispersion compared to the youngest stars. They were

also able to show correlations between both metallicity (anti-correlation) and α-

abundance with radial velocity dispersion before the bar is formed. This would

imply the same kinematic process will apply to these correlations and embed these

physical properties in the final morphology of the bulge as the bar evolves. It also

suggests there will be a kinematic difference between populations separated by the

8
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same physical properties. There was no strong buckling event in this simulation,

however it did undergo continuous vertical heating through symmetrical growth.

Like the pure N-body simulations, they are able to see a separation in populations

when measuring average vertical height. Metal poor populations extend to the

greatest vertical height and increase steadily with radius from the galactic centre.

The metal-rich population do not reach the same vertical height but exhibits a

local peak at approximately R ≈ 1.6 kpc interpreted as the signature of a peanut-

shaped distribution. These differences in average vertical height embedded a vertical

metallicity gradient within the galaxy. This is seen in the 2D maps of the galaxy

centre (figure 24 Debattista et al. (2017)). Young metal-rich stellar particles form

a stronger bar and more closely trace the X-shape compared to the old metal-

poor stellar particles. If the connection between old stars having high initial radial

velocity dispersion is made and young stars having low radial velocity dispersion,

the star-forming simulation is in agreement with the pure N-body ones.

1.4 The Milky Way

In reference to the Milky Way having a measured mass of 5−6.5×1010M� (McMillan

and J., 2011a, 2016) it is possible to refer back to Erwin and Debattista (2017) and

place the Milky Way on the mass B/P bulge probability relationship and find that

the Galaxy has a 0.79−0.88% chance of forming a B/P bulge. This implies it would

be unlikely that the Milky Way did not develop one.

These theoretical considerations all contribute to how we can interpret observa-

tions and measurements of external galaxies as well as our own galaxy. Proposals

for the Milky Way hosting a bar came as early as the 1960s which were later re-

inforced with more evidence in the following decades (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1964;

Gerhard and Vietri, 1986; Binney et al., 1991, 1996; Stanek et al., 1994, 1996). This

allows for the internal processes such as kinematic fractionation to occur and the
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morphology be susceptible to the processes which give rise to B/P shaped bulges.

Binney et al. (1996) used data from the Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment

DIRBE on-board the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) to estimate the bar

pattern speed and inclination angle of the bar to the line-of-sight from the Sun to

be Ωb = 60− 70 km s−1 kpc−1 and α ∼ 20◦.

To be able to determine the shape of our Galaxys inner structure stellar dis-

tances are needed. One way is to use standard candles, stars we theoretically know

the absolute luminosities of, to determine distances through photometery. The mea-

sured apparent magnitude (brightness) is compared to its known absolute magnitude

through the distance modulus equation. Most commonly these stars are red clump

(RC) stars. These tend to form an over-density on the horizontal red giant branch

of a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD), or observationally, colour-magnitude di-

agram (CMD). Their evolution is discussed in Girardi (1999) and references within.

They are used as standard candles as their absolute luminosities are insensitive to

their age or metallicity (Girardi and Salaris, 2000). The observation of these stars

within the Milky Way has been used by previous work to determine the barred

nature of the Galaxy in Stanek et al. (1996) and Stanek et al. (1997). It has also

been used to estimate the distance to the galactic centre given as R0 = 7.52 kpc

(Nishiyama et al., 2006).

Gonzalez et al. (2011) measured two components of the Milky Way bulge. One

metal-poor which formed fast and early which possibly comes from merging events

along with a metal-rich component which becomes less dense at increasing latitudes

suggesting a component formed over a much slower period. This also gives rise to

a measurable metallicity gradient which is one signature of a B/P bulge presented

in Debattista et al. (2017). Kinematic fractionation allows for the gradient to be a

product of internal evolution without the need for a gradient in the initial system.

Early measurements of the Galactic bulge utilised Optical Gravitational Lensing
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Experiment (OGLE) and Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) survey data of

RC stars to detect the X-shaped structure as a signature of a B/P bulge (Stanek

et al., 1996; Rattenbury et al., 2007a,b; Nataf et al., 2010; McWilliam and Zoccali,

2010; Saito et al., 2011a). At higher latitudes the RC density along the line of sight

produced a bimodal distribution seen in Gonzalez et al. (2011) which is expected

when looking through the X-shape of the bulge. In contrast, Pietrukowicz et al.

(2014) showed that metal-poor RR Lyrae stars have a more spheroidal distribution.

Wegg and Gerhard (2013) built upon this previous work with DR1 data from the

Vista Variables in the Via Lactea (VVV) survey covering a wide field of the Galactic

centre and exploring fainter targets allowing for deeper observations close to the

plane (Saito et al., 2011b). Assuming an eight-fold symmetry within the Galaxy,

Wegg and Gerhard (2013) were able to produce three-dimensional density maps of

the centre to reveal a bar at an angle of α = 26.5◦ to the line of sight. With the

same technique, they also produced a projection of the bulge side-on which shows a

clear B/P shaped distribution.

Debattista et al. (2017) employed similar methods to measure the bulge in the

star formation simulation, building upon previous work done with the same sim-

ulation in Gonzalez et al. (2015). They create a simulated sample of RC stars

and separate them by age, presenting the line of sight distributions. They showed

younger RC stars displaying a bimodal distribution and older RC stars showing only

a single central peak. This matches both predictions of kinematic fractionation, sep-

arating the morphology of differently ages populations, and the signature of a B/P

bulge.

Zoccali et al. (2017) used spectral observations from the GIRAFFE Inner Bulge

Survey (GIBS) taken with the Very Large Telescope VLT within the field of view

of the VVV survey. The metallicity distribution function (MDF) of the 26 fields

studied in this paper show clear bimodalities. They demonstrated that a metal-rich
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component of the bulge dominates at latitudes close to the plane and a metal-poor

component at high latitudes. The mixing of these two components creates a vertical

metallicity gradient. By interpolating their data, they were also able to create

maps of the galactic centre from their sample. Two populations were created by

splitting the RC stars into a metal-rich and a metal-poor population. The metal-

rich stars have a boxy morphology and are less centrally concentrated compared

to the more spherical and centrally concentrated metal-poor stars. There is also

a greater number of metal-poor stars. The density of metal-rich stars drops at

high latitudes. To look for evidence of a difference in kinematics between the two

populations, this study presented Galactocentric radial velocities as a function of

longitude at fixed latitudes. Although not a strong separation they were also able

to detect that metal-rich stars rotate slightly faster than metal-poor stars.

1.5 Kinematics of Chemically Separated Bulge Stars

Clarkson et al. (2018) studied the Galactic bulge using Hubble Space Telescope

(HST) archive images. Photometry of main sequence (MS) stars were measured

and their proper motions determined using the Advanced Camera for Surveys Wide

Field Camera ACS/WFC. Follow up photometery data from the Bulge Treasure

Survey BTS taken with the ACS/WFC on board the HST was used in 3 bands

to create a temperature index (F390W, F555W and F814W) and a further 3 to

create a metallicity index (F555W, F110W and F160W). This allows a metallicity

value to be attached to each star based on its photometric measurements without

the need for spectroscopic data which in high-density fields is less effective and

limits the amount of data available. This approach allows for a large data set

with less bias towards higher magnitude limits. The Sagittarius Window Eclipsing

Extrasolar Planet Search (SWEEPS) is a survey conducted in 2006 of 180000

stars to detect exoplanets. The significance of this field is that it has lower levels of
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dust and extinction than other fields this close to the galactic centre (Clarkson et al.,

2007). Other such windows have the potential for similar analysis: Staneks Window,

Baades Window and OGLE29 (Stanek et al., 1997; Kuijken and Rich, 2002; Sumi

and Takahiro, 2003).

The sample used by Clarkson et al. (2018) is composed of the overlapping fields

of the ACS/WFC and BTS WFC3 data. The resulting field is approximately 3′× 3′

centred at (l, b)J2000.0 ≈ (+1.26◦,−2.65◦). The distance is determined through rela-

tive photometric parallax based on the fields colour-magnitude diagram. A distance

to the Galactic centre is taken from Calamida et al. (2014) as D = 7.76 kpc. Being

able to tag stars with a metallicity meant they were able to produce two popula-

tions: a metal-rich and a metal-poor sample. The proper-motion rotation curves of

the two populations were then produced. No rest frame tracers were used so the

proper motions are relative and given an arbitrary zero point.

Their main results are that, when considering proper motion in galactic longi-

tude, µl, the metal-rich sample exhibit greater amplitude proper motion, with a

steeper gradient through the Galactic centre than the metal-poor. In galactic lati-

tude, µb, no statistically significant difference between near and far side was detected.

However, the separation in longitude is enough to determine that these two popula-

tions are separable by their kinematics. This also demonstrates that imposing object

selections based on proper motions (traditionally µl < −2.0 mas yr−1 is marginally

biased towards metal-poor objects, thus making kinematic measurements of exter-

nal galaxies and clusters sensitive to this and leading to the misinterpretation of

the chemistry of stellar populations. Clarkson et al. (2018) also go on to summarise

that this method can be applied to other BTS survey fields.

This project is undertaken under the rationale that the trends found by Clarkson

et al. (2018) are a signature of the Milky Way having undergone kinematic fraction-

ation due to the dynamical processes of its bar. To make this link, the project aims
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to study the same star-forming simulation outlined in Debattista et al. (2017) for

the separation of kinematics in different populations and make predictions for future

observational studies of this nature. The project’s secondary aim is to compare large

scale observations of the bulge to determine if similar structures are found in both

proper motions and correlations of proper motion components when compared to

observational data.

This thesis is constructed as follows: Chapter 2 will summarise the primary

simulation used in this project. Chapter 3 will present the work done to reproduce

the trends seen in Clarkson et al. (2018) and investigate the trends seen in other

observational fields. Following that will be an analysis of simulated wider fields

within the galactic centre to inform observations not already conducted. Chapter 4

will be the analysis of proper motion maps of the Galactic centre, comparing them

to recent observational surveys. In Chapter 5 the main findings will be discussed,

and the conclusions presented.
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Simulation

In this project a high-resolution N-body+SPH star-forming simulation which forms

a disc galaxy from a hot gas corona is analysed. The simulation begins with 5 million

dark matter particles to create a dark matter halo. The dark matter particles have

a force softening of ε = 103pc and forms a halo with virial radius of r200 = 198 kpc

and virial mass of M200 = 9.0 × 1011 M�. Embedded in this dark matter halo

is a pressure supported corona of 5 million gas particles with a force softening of

ε = 50pc. These particles are initially in pressure equilibrium. The gas is given an

angular momentum with Lz ∝ R to produce a spin parameter of λ ≈ 0.041. Where

λ is defined as:

λ =
J |E| 12
GM

5
2

(2.1)

This technique has been previously proven effective in studying the evolution

of disc galaxies by Roškar et al. (2007) and Roskar and Debattista (2012) as an

alternative to previous works based on made to measure simulations with hand-

placed stellar components (Sellwood and A., 1985; Fux and R., 1997, 1999; Martinez-

Valpuesta and Gerhard, 2011; Saha et al., 2010; Ness et al., 2012; Gardner et al.,

2013).
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At the beginning of the simulation, no stellar particles exist. It is evolved through

the N-body+SPH code GASOLINE (Wadsley et al., 2003) with a base time-step of

10 Myr. The gas in the corona cools and settles to the centre forming a disc. If

densities of gas grow greater than 100 amu cm−3 with a temperature of T < 15000K,

star formation is triggered. Ten per cent of the gas particles in this state form stellar

particles with thirty-five percent the mass of the gas particles they are born from.

The stellar particles have mass equal to ≈ 9.4 × 103 M�. The gas particles in this

state will continue to spawn stars until their mass falls to below twenty-one per cent

of their initial mass. The remaining mass is redistributed to its nearest neighbours

and the gas-particle is removed. Each stellar particle is a representation of an IMF.

In this case we assume a Miller-Scalo exponent of α = 1. The coronal gas starts with

pure hydrogen and helium ([Fe/H] = −4). For the chemical enrichment of the gas

particles, the blastwave prescription of Stinson et al. (2006) is used. Feedback from

asymptotic giant branch stellar winds, type Ia and type II supernovae all contribute

to the enrichment of the ISM. The theoretical yields of the enrichment within the

ISM with iron and oxygen is taken from Woosley and Weaver (1995). This simulation

does not include a black hole at its centre so there is no feedback from an active

galactic nucleus. The diffusion of metals between gas particles (Loebman et al.,

2010) was not used in this simulation. This has the effect of producing low metallicity

stars at all ages, broadening the metallicity distribution. Debattista et al. (2017)

were able to demonstrate that the alternate feedback methods outlined above were

still able to closely match the metallicity distribution functions generally across the

Milky Way however local analysis of small samples show much weaker relationships.

The age-metallicity relationship is also broadened by migration, however, due to the

simulation evolving in isolation there is no broadening from merging and accretion

events.

The simulation is evolved for 10 Gyr by which stage a disc galaxy has formed
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with a stellar mass of ∼ 6.5× 1010 M� contained within ∼ 1.1× 107 particles. This

is simulated spiral galaxy qualitatively similar to the Milky Way, however, the scale

of the disc and the bar formed in this simulation are smaller. The disc formed in

the simulation is only Rd ≈ 1.7 kpc whereas observations put the Milky Ways disc

length at 1.8 ≤ Rd ≤ 4.0 kpc (Ojha and K., 2001; Chang et al., 2011; McMillan and

J., 2011b). The bar in the simulation forms at t ∼ 3.2 Gyr and peaks in strength at

t ≈ 5.2 & 5.8 Gyr (Cole et al., 2014). Bar strength is defined by the amplitude of

the global m = 2 Fourier moment (Debattista and Sellwood, 2000). By 10 Gyr the

bar is ∼ 3 kpc long which again is shorter than observations of the Milky Ways bar

at ∼ 3.5 kpc Robin et al. (2011).

A B/P bulge is measured within the simulation (Ness et al., 2014; Cole et al.,

2014; Gardner et al., 2013; Debattista et al., 2017) and due it being formed in isola-

tion all the processes leading to this morphology are internal. However, Debattista

et al. (2017) mentioned that the X-shape this model produces is likely weaker than

the Milky Way due to the simulations smaller bar length. A nuclear disc can also be

seen within a kiloparsec of the centre of the simulation formed through high rates

of gas inflow (Cole et al., 2014).

To approximate the Milky Way, we centre the simulation using the python pack-

age pynbody which centres using an initial guess based on the particle with the

lowest potential and is then refined using the shrinking sphere method Pontzen

et al. (2013). The simulation is then spatially scaled by a factor of 1.2 and the

velocities are scaled by 0.48 bringing its bar size to 3.6 kpc. The observers position

is placed 8 kpc away from the simulation centre to be in line with observational es-

timates (Gillessen et al., 2008; Wegg and Gerhard, 2013; Qin et al., 2018). The bar

is aligned to 27◦ to the line of sight of the observer to the galactic centre with the

near side of the bar at positive longitude (Wegg and Gerhard, 2013). The proper

motions of each stellar particle are then calculated using the routines of the galpy
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(Bovy and Jo, 2014) python package without corrections for solar motion which puts

the measurements in the galactic rest frame. This is done to maintain an unbiased

view of the centre of the simulation without the artefacts of different observational

methods and measurements.
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Proper Motion Rotation Curves

3.1 Observational Fields

For the initial analysis, the SWEEPS field studied in Clarkson et al. (2018) was

considered first. The field is centred on (l, b)J2000.0 ≈ (+1.26◦,−2.65◦) with a field

of view of approximately 3.4′ × 3.4′. When the field is matched exactly within the

simulation, only a few hundred stellar particles are within the field, which after

separating by distance, was not enough to conduct a statistically significant study.

To combat this, the field size was increased to 30′ × 30′. The simulation is also

assumed to have one-fold symmetry about the plane, therefore stars with z < 0

were projected onto z > 0 with an inverted vertical velocity (v′z = −vz, for z < 0)

and the proper motions were recalculated. This gives a much larger sample of stellar

particles within the field.

As noted in the previous chapter, the simulation does not include metal diffusion

between gas particles. This serves to mix populations which could normally be

separated within small spatial regions. Instead, this project separated populations

into three age bins. A young population defined by age< 6.5 Gyr, an intermediate

population 6.5 < age < 9 Gyr and an old population age > 9 Gyr. It is then possible

to associate the young population with metal-rich stars and the old population with
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Figure 3.1: The distribution of metallicity and age of the bulge population within the

simulation. The cuts used to define three age populations are displayed by vertical

lines. The average metallicity of each population: young (blue), intermediate (green)

and old (red) is shown by dashed lines.

metal-poor stars. From this point, the stellar particles within the simulation will be

referred to as stars. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of metallicity as a function of

age of the bulge population. The age cuts are shown with the value of the average

metallicity of each population. The young, intermediate and old populations have

metallicities of -0.15, -0.23 and -0.81 respectively. This reinforces why this project

separates by age. Distance ranges of 6 kpc to 10 kpc are split into 15 bins where the

proper motions of the stars within the bin are averaged.

The longitude proper motion rotation curve of the SWEEPS field is shown in

Figure 3.2. In all populations, the proper motion rises on either side of the galactic

centre at 8 kpc. Bins with d < 8 kpc show positive proper motion whereas bins with

d > 8 kpc show negative proper motion. This indicates the simulation is rotating

clockwise from our observers perspective. The maximum proper motion is larger

than the minimum in all three populations most probably due to the perspective

affect of the measurements. The young population clearly demonstrates a higher

amplitude proper motion than the other populations. It also has a steeper gradient

through the galaxy centre. This is consistent with the finding of Clarkson et al.
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Figure 3.2: Longitudinal proper motion rotation curve of the simulated SWEEPS

field, centred on (l, b) = (+1◦,+3◦).
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(2018). The amplitude and gradient ratios of the young stars are greater than the

old stars by a factor of Ay/Ao ≈ 2. Through the centre the young population have a

gradient of my = −3.75 mas yr−1 kpc−1 whereas the old population have a gradient

of mo = −1.99 mas yr−1 kpc−1 which results in a gradient ratio of my/mo = 1.88.

This is lower than that observed by Clarkson et al. (2018). The intermediate-

age population follows the older population more than the young population. The

average age of the intermediate population is 8 Gyr, due to a high number of old

stars within the bulge. Although, they do show marginally greater amplitude proper

motion than the old population. This indicates that potentially only a few Gyr

difference in age is enough to separate the populations kinematics. One noticeable

difference between these results and Clarkson et al. (2018) is that in the nearest and

furthers distances the paper was able to show a clear separation between the metal-

rich and metal-poor populations however our populations at the same distances

converge again after separating.

Figure 3.3: BTS observational fields positions (stars) with their associated simulated

field (black squares).

As mentioned in the Chapter 1, three other fields surveyed by the BTS survey

are potential candidates for this type of analysis. The simulated field positions are

shown in Figure 3.3 with their centres represented with absolute latitude. The field
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Figure 3.4: Longitudinal proper motion rotation curves of the simulated BTS Fields.

sizes are again increased to 30′ × 30′ and positions are shown by the black squares

within the figure. The same distance limits and bins are applied to the fields. These

results are not meant to be quantitative predictions for what observers will find if

these studies are conducted, they will act as a qualitative informant of trends to be

expected. Three fields out of the four reside relatively central within the Galaxy

but have varying latitude. The OGLE26 field is at a significantly larger longitude

and is at the largest latitude. This is shown to be one of the greatest factors within

the four fields proper motion rotation curves.

All four simulated BTS fields are presented in Figure 3.4. Both Stanek’s and

Baade’s Windows show qualitatively similar trends to that of the SWEEPS field

with increasing proper motion from the galactic centre. The youngest population

again demonstrates the greatest amplitude in proper motion with the intermediate-

age population remaining close to the old population. Stanek’s Window does not
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show a separation in gradient through the galactic centre. However, at the closest

distance bin the young and old population have not converged. This more closely

resembles the findings of Clarkson et al. (2018). Staneks Window represents the

lowest field of the four. The three fields excluding the OGLE29 field show higher

amplitude proper motions in the nearest peak when compared to the furthest with

an amplitude ratio of approximately Anear/Afar ∼ 2. This is again due to the

perspective effect of looking at an angled line of sight along with greater distances

reducing the amplitude of proper motions (Qin et al., 2015). The OGLE29 field does

not follow any of the previous trends. It demonstrates a roughly linear relationship

between longitude proper motion and distance crossing the galactic centre for all

three populations. The region covered by this field may miss the X-shape of the B/P

bulge within the simulation and is considerably further from the galactic centre so

shows less separation.

Examining the galaxy using the four observational fields gives an indication

of variation in the longitudinal proper motion rotation curves with varying field

position. They also indicate that the separation of population kinematics is not

detectable across the entire central bulge.

3.2 Simulated Fields

To uncover how the separations of proper motions within different populations vary

across the bulge of the simulation, an expanded search is conducted. An array of

fields both at positive and negative longitudes were created, covering an area of

−6◦ < l < 6◦ and 0◦ < b < 5◦. This allows for a test of asymmetry from left to right

and the determination of any vertical trends. The field size remained the same with

the previous analysis of 30′×30′, 6 ≤ d ≤ 10 kpc and 15 bins in distance. Figure 3.5

displays the position and size of each of the sixteen fields. Fields with high longitude

and high latitude values have not been included as from the results of the simulated
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Figure 3.5: Positions of simulated fields for which proper motion rotation curves are

produced (black squares). The BTS fields’ positions for reference (stars).

OGLE29 field showed no separation of population kinematics would be found.

Again, the stars in each field were split into three age bins: old, intermediate and

young with cuts on age at 6.5 Gyr and 9 Gyr. The contribution of each population

to the total number of stars for each field is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 shows clearly that the highest latitude fields have a factor of 4 times

fewer young stars than in the lower fields. However, the young population still only

contributed at most 20% at low fields demonstrating the dominance of old stars

within the bulge. The density of the fields increases with decreasing latitude as

expected.

To discover how the density of stars changes along the line of sight, the number

of particles was plotted against distance using the same bins as above (Figure 3.6).

In each field, the dominance of old stars is evident with the exception of the lowest,

most central fields. In fields at latitudes |b| ≤ 2◦, the young stars exhibit a narrower

peak at 8 kpc compared to the intermediate and old populations. This is most likely

the signature of the young stars’ stronger bar (Debattista et al., 2017). The fields at

positive longitude show higher density in the nearest distance bin than the furthest
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(l, b) N? No Ni Ny
Ny

N?
(%)

(1,4) 5783 3452 1999 332 5

(-1,4) 5817 3486 1945 386 6

(1,3) 15097 9180 5144 773 5

(-1,3) 14895 9061 5013 821 5

(5,2) 10112 4880 4152 1080 10

(3,2) 23772 12549 9515 1708 7

(1,2) 40160 22021 14162 3977 9

(-1,2) 40739 22050 14588 4101 10

(-3,2) 24806 12764 10032 2010 8

(-5,2) 10179 4812 4224 1143 11

(5,1) 15278 6599 6278 2401 15

(3,1) 38143 17246 15588 5309 13

(1,1) 78207 34412 28237 15558 19

(-1,1) 80731 35089 29634 16008 19

(-3,1) 40298 17822 16613 5863 14

(-5,1) 15587 6561 6350 2676 17

Table 3.1: The central latitude and longitude of the fields seen in Fig. 3.5. The

number of stellar particles for each field and within each age bin: old (Age ≥ 9 Gyr),

intermediate (6.5 ≤ Age ≤ 9 Gyr) and young (Age ≤ 6.5 Gyr) denoted as: N?, No,

Ni and Ny respectively along with the percentage of young stars within the field.
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Figure 3.6: The average number of stars along the line of sight of the simulated

fields.
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distance bin. At negative longitude, the opposite is seen. This is interpreted as

the higher density due to the presence of the bar at an inclined angle. For fields

|b| ≥ 2◦, all 3 populations show traces of bimodality with two peaks at 7 kpc and

9 kpc, most strongly seen in the youngest population. There is noticeable difference

between the old and intermediate distributions which shows again a few giga-years

is enough time for different populations to develop difference morphologies. This

figure also demonstrates that each distance bin has a dense enough sample to analyse

the kinematics of each population sufficiently.

3.2.1 Longitudinal Proper Motion

Figure 3.7 shows the longitudinal proper motion rotation curves of the theoretical

fields. Almost all the fields match qualitatively the findings from Clarkson et al.

(2018). Those which dont, are at the largest longitude values (|l| = 5◦). These fields

are similar to the simulated OGLE29 field in that they show very little separation

of populations. However, at positive longitudes, distance bins beyond the galactic

centre show a slight separation of the young population from the intermediate and

old. This would indicate separations preceding the bar. At negative longitudes,

the separation is seen in the nearest distance bins before the galactic centre, again

preceding the bar. This is potentially the influence of the nuclear disc. At central

longitudes and low latitudes, clear separations can be seen with the populations not

converging at again at the nearest and furthest distance bins, as seen in Clarkson

et al. (2018). This highlights the qualitative difference between this simulation and

the Milky Way. The simulations bar and evolution are not an exact match for

the Milky Way which can account for these subtle differences. The central fields

at all latitudes show between the two peaks an amplitude ratio of Anear/Afar ∼

2. The difference in the gradient of the rotation curves between old and young

stars is not observed in many fields. However, the separation seen in the SWEEPS
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Figure 3.7: The average longitudinal proper motion rotation curve of the simulated

fields.
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field is only my/mo ∼ 2. The strength of this signature may be dependant on

more subtle structuring within the central bar which will be hard to replicate in a

qualitative model. As seen previously the intermediate-age stars closely trace the

old population.

The dispersion in longitudinal proper motion along the line of sight shown in

Figure 3.8. For almost all the fields each profile has consistent key features across

all populations. The nearest distance bin has a greater amplitude than the furthest,

which is expected from previous works by Qin et al. (2015). The peak disper-

sion is found close to the galactic centre. At low and central fields, the old and

intermediate-age populations are seen to have larger amplitude dispersion peaks at

the galactic centre. Valenti et al. (2015) presented an interpretation of the central

dispersion peak within the Milky Way. Investigating RC stars in the VVV survey

they demonstrated that this peak corresponds with a peak in the stellar density in

the region. This would provide an explanation of the dispersion peak within the old

and intermediate population as we expect them to be more centrally concentrated.

3.2.2 Latitude Proper Motion

Clarkson et al. (2018) reported gentle trends in latitude proper motions rotation

curves but no statistically significant measurement between the near and far sides of

the rotation curve. Figure 3.9 presents the latitude proper motion rotation curves

of the simulated fields. There are no trends discernible for any of the fields as the

amplitude of the proper motion is minimal and the relatively large errors associated

greatly reduce the validation of any separation seen.

The dispersion in latitude proper motions is shown in Figure 3.10. The pre-

dictions made in Qin et al. (2015) are again measured within all fields. Higher

dispersions are seen in the nearest distance bin in comparison to the furthest. Each

field also has a peak centred at ≈ 8 kpc. For fields with |b| = 1◦, the old population
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Figure 3.8: The average dispersion in longitudinal proper motion along the line of

sight of the simulated fields.
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Figure 3.9: The average latitude proper motion rotation curve of the simulated

fields.
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Figure 3.10: The average dispersion in latitude proper motion along the line of sight

of the simulated fields.
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has the highest dispersions compared the young population with the intermediate

tracing between the two. This is also seen in the two central fields at |b| = 2◦.

The rest of the fields do not show significant separation. Similar to the longitudi-

nal proper motion dispersion, the greatest amplitude dispersion in latitude proper

motion is seen in the most central fields with the highest density.

3.2.3 Radial Velocity

Exploring the radial velocity rotation curves of the fields (Figure 3.11) the galaxies

net rotation is visible within all populations. At longitudes l > 1 all populations have

positive radial velocity along the line of sight. At longitudes l < −1 all populations

have negative radial velocity indicating clockwise rotation consistent with previous

analysis. These low fields are also expected to be affected by stars on bar orbits

due to the bar extending vertically to ∼ 2◦ (Wegg and Gerhard, 2013; Wegg et al.,

2015). To determine the extent of this, the bar would have to be isolated. In

the central fields the old and intermediate populations show low values of radial

velocity, however in every field the young populations have the highest amplitude

velocity along the line of sight. This would indicate that the young population rotate

faster than the old population. This is suggested by Zoccali et al. (2017) previously

mentioned in Chapter 1.

To compare more directly with the data from GIBS, the radial velocities within

the Galactic standard rest frame were calculated. This is done with no correction

for Solar motion due to two factors. The majority of the Solar velocity correction

is tangential to the direction of the Galactic centre so influences the radial velocity

minimally close to central longitudes. Secondly this correction will be systematic.

As this project attempts to make qualitative comparisons only to the Milky Way,

not applying this correction removes the dispute over the values of the Suns velocity.

The values were calculated by placing the observer at 8 kpc from the centre of the
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Figure 3.11: The average radial velocity rotation curve of the simulated fields.
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Figure 3.12: The radial velocity against longitude at fixed latitude of b = 2.5±0.25◦.

simulation.

At fixed latitude b = 2.5 ± 0.25◦, Figure 3.12, the radial velocity changes from

positive to negative with decreasing longitude, crossing 0 kms−1 at l ≈ 0◦. This

agrees with previous measurements of clockwise rotation of the simulation. No dif-

ference in gradient through the centre is seen. The amplitude of radial velocity is

shown to be largest for the young population with the intermediate population trac-

ing between the young and old. Furthermore, the intermediate population shows

separation away from the old beyond |l| > 2◦, reinforcing the interpretation that

the small difference in average age between the old and intermediate populations is

enough for the signatures of kinematic fraction to be measurable. This would indi-

cate the young population rotates faster within the bulge than the old population.

The result which was suggested in the data from Zoccali et al. (2017).

However, when considering same analysis at latitude b = 5± 0.25◦, Figure 3.13,

the separation of the populations is not visible. Instead of an curved s-shape through

the centre, the distribution is linear. One explanation for not observing these higher

trends is the more limited evolution of this simulation in producing a strong X-shape.
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Figure 3.13: The radial velocity against longitude at fixed latitude of b = 5± 0.25◦.

However, the detection within the observational data was also weak demonstrating

that this may not be the best approach to detect kinematic separations within

different populations.

The radial velocity dispersion, shown in Figure 3.14, is qualitatively similar to

the dispersions of the proper motions. In each field the old population exhibits the

highest amount of dispersion with the peak at all ages being centred at ≈ 8 kpc.

The expected trend of higher dispersion in the closest bin compared to the furthest

was observed again. The largest dispersions were found in the lowest central fields.

This is unlike the results of Zoccali et al. (2017) which found metal-rich (young)

stars to have higher Galactocentric radial velocity dispersions at the lowest latitude

fields.

3.2.4 Age Disection of Simulated Field

To investigate whether a constraint for the separation of kinematics between dif-

ferently aged populations a high-density simulated field was dissected further. The

field centred on (l, b) = (1◦, 2◦) is shown in Table 3.1 to have a high-density of stars
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Figure 3.14: The average dispersion in radial velocity along the line of sight of the

simulated fields.
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in all 3 populations. This field was split not into 3 age populations but by 1 Gyr bins

with the exception of stars aged 0 − 4 Gyr. This age range has only a total of 179

collectively stars and could not be split further so was left as one population. The

field separated by age is shown in Figure 3.15. Binning in this way, the expected

trends from the previous analysis above can still be observed. The youngest two

bins (0− 4 Gyr and 4− 5 Gyr) have greater amplitude proper motions in compari-

son to the oldest bin (9− 10 Gyr) of over a factor of 2 in the nearest distance bins.

The stars older than 6 Gyr show minimal separation kinematically except in the

very closest bin. However, stars within the 4 − 5 Gyr and 5 − 6 Gyr bins appears

to be where the separation begins to be detectable. After 5 Gyr of evolution the

simulation already contains a bar which formed at t ∼ 3.2 Gyr and is beginning to

peak in strength. Bar strength is shown to increases the vertical distribution and

average radial velocity dispersion of a stellar population in Debattista et al. (2017).

This would also imply that correlations of kinematics (like proper motion) will also

be imprinted on the populations forming during that period. The detection of this

constraint in observational data is more limited due to the levels of error associated

with age estimates. During this period at 5 Gyr, gas inflows driven by the bars

increasing strength increases star formation within the region and begins to build a

nuclear disc within the simulation which later forms 6 Gyr into the simulation. This

constraint can only hold true for this simulation however. As this simulation is only

evolved for 10 Gyr, it is challenging to compare direct ages.
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Figure 3.15: Longitudinal proper motion rotation curve of the simulated field centred

on (l, b) = (+1◦,+2◦) separated by stellar age.
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Velocity Maps of the Galactic

Bulge

4.1 Current Observational Surveys

Over the past decade advancements in survey data has allowed for an in-depth

and large scope investigation into the Galactic centre. The VVV survey covers the

majority of the central 10◦ × 10◦ of the Milky Way bulge. The survey extends to

include the disc but has provided a wealth of data on the bulge to study. The Gaia

ESO survey is an all sky investigation into the stars within our galaxy aiming to

gather high precision positional, kinematic and chemical data on 1 billion stars. Both

surveys have more than one epoch of measurement allowing for the determination of

parameters such as proper motions. This gives us A unique view into how kinematics

varies across the Galactic surface on a large scale.

The variance of proper motion across the entire central bulge of the simulation

was explored by averaging along the line of sight within the distance limits imposed

in the previous chapter of 6 kpc to 10 kpc. The bulge was defined within the limits

of |l| < 20◦ and |b| < 20◦ with 20× 20 bins. This give each bin a size of 2◦ × 2◦. A
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minimum cut was applied to each bin of N? > 30 starts. The field extends beyond

the field of the VVV survey and most inner bulge studies to allow for qualitative

comparisons to current data and to be able to make predictions to inform further

work.

As with the rotation curves, the field was split into 3 populations with the age

cuts at 6.5 Gyr and 9 Gyr producing a young, intermediate and old population.

The preliminary analysis which was conducted was an examination of the density

distribution of each population. Figure 4.1 shows that the young population is not

as vertically extended at the old population. A clear X-shaped distribution is only

seen in the young population with a slight skew to positive longitude due to the

perspective effect of the bars inclined angle to the line of sight. The old population

exhibits the rounded distribution of a more ’classical’ bulge with the intermediate

population appearing marginally more boxy.

These findings are consistent with measurements made by Wegg and Gerhard

(2013) showed a asymmetric positive longitude weighted distribution of RC stars

from the VVV survey extending to approximately 10◦ in longitude and latitude.

To be able to directly compare with observational studies the kinematic nature

of the centre of the simulation was studied with no cuts on age. In Figure 4.2 the

average proper motion in longitude, latitude and the dispersion in each component

is presented. For each, the simulation is compared to the published results of Clarke

et al. (2019), namely figure 10 of that paper. Their research made use of the data

from the VVV Infrared Astrometric Catalogue (VIRAC), Gaia DR2 and a made-to-

measure model of the Milky Way. The VIRAC data has measurements of parallax

and proper motions of 119 million stars. Combined with Gaia for the refinement and

incorporation of a well-defined absolute reference frame provides a high-resolution

view of the Galactic centre down to low latitudes. Two points of clarification are

that for some panels in Clarke et al. (2019) have an inverted colour scale and they
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Figure 4.1: X-Y density map of the central bulge for each population.
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Figure 4.2: Maps of the proper motions and dispersions of the central bulge for

all ages. Longitude proper motion (top left), dispersion of longitude proper motion

(top right), latitude proper motion (bottom left) and dispersion in latitude proper

motion (bottom right)

present their results in the heliocentric rest frame. The dispersions in proper motions

can also be compared to a study by Sanders et al. (2019) who made similar use of

the VIRAC data and Gaia DR2.

To add context to the signatures of structures within the bulge, consider the bar

length of this projects simulation to be 3.6 kpc at an inclined angle of 27◦. The end

of the bar on the near side will extend to l ∼ 12◦ longitude and on the far side to

l ∼ −5◦. A kiloparsec nuclear disc would extend to l ∼ ±7◦ and both structures

have a small vertical height so remain part of the plane. however, the X-shaped

distribution can potentially be measured at heights of b ≈ ±10◦
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4.2 Proper Motion Maps

The longitudinal proper motion is seen to have a vertical gradient increasing in

amplitude with increasing latitude. Larger amplitude proper motion is seen centred

at (l, b) = (5◦,±10◦) which is potentially the of the X-shape on the near side. The

most negative proper motions are found in the plane at large longitudes. These

panel matches the results found in Clarke et al. (2019) who suggest the asymmetry

from left to right is due to the B/P shape of the bar.

Proper motions in latitude show a clear quadrupole distribution. At positive

longitude the motion suggests the stars are pinching vertically and at negative lon-

gitude the stars appear to be separating. This is a manifestation of the clockwise

rotation of the galaxy. Stars above the plane moving away appear to move lower

and stars moving closer appear to move higher in a perspective view which is not

seen in an orthographic view of vertical heights. Amplitude of latitude proper mo-

tion increases as you move to higher latitudes and longitudes as expected by this

effect. Observations of latitude proper motion are reported to be more of a shifted

quadrupole distribution. Being only shifted by a few degrees due to the bars pres-

ence the resolution of the maps from the simulation is not enough to reproduce

this.

The dispersion in longitudinal proper motion has an asymmetry towards positive

proper motion and is concentrated towards the centre decreasing radially outwards.

The decrease in dispersion is more rapid moving toward negative longitude than

positive longitude. This is most likely due to the bars inclination angle matched

very closely by observation. The dispersion in latitude proper motion shows a more

pinched distribution with dispersion remaining higher at central longitudes with

increasing latitude. Moving away from the centre along the plane the dispersion

drops significantly. This is consistent with a rotation perspective effect. Clarke et al.

(2019) show a slight asymmetry in the dispersion within the central 5◦ however our
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resolution does not replicate this.

To reveal more about which population contributes most to the features seen in

the combined field, the proper motions and dispersions were separated into the old,

intermediate and young populations.

The longitudinal proper motions are displayed in Figure 4.3. Upon first glance it

is easy to determine that the population with the regions of large amplitude longitude

proper motion is the young population. Regions centred at (l, b) = (5◦,±10◦) show

the largest positive longitudinal proper motion. This corresponds to the tip of the X-

shape on the near side. At (l, b) = (−5◦,±10◦) high amplitude negative longitudinal

proper motion can be observed peaking at slightly lower latitude in this region.

Again, due to the perspective effect we expect to find the tip of the X-shape on the

far side at a lower latitude. These regions are not seen in the intermediate and old

populations as intense peaks but as lower amplitude diffuse regions. Large positive

proper motions are seen at high latitude in all three populations, most likely due

to the perspective effect of observing lower vertical heights at the closest distance

limit compared the furthest. At 6 kpc from the observers position at 10◦ latitude

corresponds to a vertical height of ≈ 1 kpc. At the furthest distance of 10 kpc, the

vertical height observed at the same latitude is ≈ 1.75 kpc. The density this far out

the plan is significantly less so contributes less to the line of sight averaged proper

motion. The line of sight at these latitudes are dominated by close stars moving

towards positive longitudes with the rotation of the galaxy. Close to the plane the

average longitudinal proper motions of each population are close to zero decreasing

to negative values away from the galactic centre.

Figure 4.4 presents the latitude proper motions for each of the populations. A

quadrupole morphology can be seen at all ages in, Figure 4.2, with similar gradients

radially from the centre. This indicates that the trends seen are a feature of per-

spective and not a physical feature of the stars themselves. A slight asymmetry can
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Figure 4.3: Maps of the average longitude proper motions of the three populations.
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Figure 4.4: Maps of the average latitude proper motions of the three populations.
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be seen in the youngest population. The largest amplitude latitude proper motion

is seen in the old population, but this is due to it having the greatest extent out of

the plane. The density of the young stars drops at high latitude.

In Figure 4.5 the dispersion of longitude proper motion was explored within

the galactic centre. The young population has the largest central dispersions and

demonstrates the greatest asymmetry. At high latitudes the dispersion in the young

population decreases to minimal values creating a steep vertical gradient. The in-

termediate and old populations have a less steep vertical gradient. All populations

show an asymmetry towards positive latitude with the largest being the young pop-

ulation. This is most likely due to this population more closely tracing the bar and

forming a strong B/P shape. The old population is more spherical but is asymmetric

due to the inclined bar angle.

The dispersion in latitude proper motion is shown in Figure 4.6. The greatest

dispersion is found in the old population which extended vertically creating a steady

decrease in dispersion with increasing latitude. Dispersion decreases more rapidly

moving from the centre outwards along the plane in all populations. The young

population shows the greatest decrease in dispersion as it has a highly pinched

distribution. The two lobes above and below the plane reflect the peanut shaped

region of the inner bulge most closely traced by the young population. Its asymmetry

again arises from the bar. The intermediate age population shows slight pinching

but remains more cylindrical similar to the old population. If the distribution of

dispersion in the old population was pinched, it could be assumed that was purely a

rotation perspective effect. However, its cylindrical shape may indicate that secular

evolution is still ongoing for this simulation.

Figure 4.7 shows the dispersion ratio, σµl/σµb of the central bulge. The largest

dispersion ratio is seen in the youngest population along the plane excluding the

central few degrees. Above the plane a peanut shaped distribution can be seen
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Figure 4.5: Maps of the average dispersion longitude proper motions of the three

populations.
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Figure 4.6: Maps of the average dispersion latitude proper motions of the three

populations.
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Figure 4.7: Maps of the average ratio of longitude proper motion dispersion to

latitude proper motions proper motions of the three populations.
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with a slight asymmetry to positive longitude and a minimum value at (l, b) =

(5◦,±10◦). In the intermediate population the dispersion ratio shows slight pinching

and asymmetry towards positive longitude. This population shows more pinching

at positive longitude than negative showing that the weak trends are caused by the

bar. The old population show uniform and low values of dispersion ratio, indicating

the dispersion ratio traces the X-shape of the Milky Way bulge. Observational data

from both Clarke et al. (2019) and Sanders et al. (2019) which show a broadened

but pinched distribution in agreement with the results presented. This would imply

that the main contributor to the observed distribution is the young stars.

4.3 Velocity Correlations

The correlations of longitudinal proper motion and latitude proper motion (Figure

4.8) show a clear quadrupole structure, similar to distribution of latitude proper

motion. Low correlations are found at values of b = 0◦ and l = 0◦ increasing

outwards. For all populations, positive longitudes have higher correlations than

negative. This is interpreted as a consequence of the viewing angle of the bar. The

correlations are greatest in the young population close to the vicinity of the end of the

bar most likely due to this population forming a stronger bar. The same structure

is seen in both observational studies. Their observed correlations have lower values

on average, however, this is to be expected with the increase of observational error

and scatter.
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Figure 4.8: Maps of the average correlation of longitude proper motion to latitude

proper motions proper motions of the three populations.
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Conclusions

This project has aimed to reproduce the observed kinematic separation of metal-rich

and metal-poor stars within the Galactic bulge using an N-body+SPH simulation.

The simulation has a bar with length of 3.6 kpc and hosts a kiloparsec nuclear disc

(Ness et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2014). During its evolution in isolation the simula-

tion goes through kinematic fractionation resulting in a B/P shaped distribution

with signatures of an X-shaped structure (Debattista et al., 2017). The correlation

between age and metallicity is discussed in the introductory chapters with the as-

sociation of young stars with metal-rich stars and old stars with metal-poor stars.

The SWEEPS field explored by Clarkson et al. (2018) is replicated within the simu-

lation. The simulation produced qualitatively similar separation in the longitudinal

proper motions of old and young stars, matching the separation of metal-rich and

metal-poor stars observed in the Milky-Way. The same process is used to make

predictions for three other observational fields which have the potential to conduct

a similar study. From simulating those fields, it was determined that observing lon-

gitudinal proper motion rotation curves far from the galactic centre (l > 7◦) results

in little to no separation between different age populations. Therefore, a field such

as OGLE29 would show significantly less separation in proper motion of metal-rich

and metal-poor stars along the line of sight, if any at all.
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With these basic predictions of the Galactic centre, the analysis was expanded

to cover an array of fields across the centre of the simulated galaxy. In longitudinal

proper motion we see qualitatively similar trends across most fields which decline

with observations at increasing longitude in both directions. In latitude proper

motions we find no trends in any of the fields. This suggests the weak trends found by

Clarkson et al. (2018) may be a small-scale trend not reproducible by this simulation

or may be unique to this window of observation and will not be seen in other Milky

Way fields. The dispersions of both proper motions match what is expected from

the spatial distribution of the stellar populations as well as perspective effects of

viewing in spherical coordinates (Qin et al., 2015). Considering the radial velocities

along the line of sight revealed that the young population is rotating faster than

the old population, in agreement with observational studies (Zoccali et al., 2017).

By dissecting a high-density field into small age bins, a constraint on measuring the

separation of longitude proper motion was determined. It suggested that separations

begin to show roughly ∼ 2 Gyr after the formation of the bar and during a period

of major strengthening of the bar.

As well as being able to match rotation curves to high-density observational

fields, simulated maps of the galactic centre were compared to surveys conducted

within the bulge. Observations of this nature have larger scale smoothing that

makes it difficult to directly compare small scale differences but qualitative general

trends are reproduced in each component of proper motion and their dispersions.

Asymmetries are more prevalent when considering the bulge beyond the central 5◦.

These are an artefact of the bar’s inclined angle (27◦ within the simulation) which

further reinforces the presence of a bar within the Milky Way. Within the kinematic

maps of the galactic centre, the signatures of X-shaped and peanut distributions are

seen both in simulation and observations (Clarke et al., 2019; Sanders et al., 2019).

Separating the stellar populations by age, it is clear that the young populations
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trace the bar and structures within the bulge more closely. This is in line with

predictions made by Debattista et al. (2017) regarding the internal evolution of the

bulge. Although the Milky Way did not form in isolation, resulting in several tidal

streams and accreted populations, this project heavily suggests that the Galaxy went

through the process of kinematic fractionation within its bulge during its evolution.

Most likely the Milky Way contains a compound bulge which demonstrates a B/P

component built by kinematic fractionation and a spherical component from its

formation and merging events.

The qualitative reproduction of kinematic maps presents further evidence of the

Milky Way hosting a bar in its centre which drove the evolution of a B/P bulge. The

differences in morphology and kinematics between old and young stars within the

simulation suggest that the evolution of this bulge followed the process of kinematic

fractionation. It is interpreted that kinematic fractionation can embed kinematic

trends in the chemistry of bulge stars such as proper motions and dispersions.

To progress this project and its analysis, the study of different simulations may

reveal further insights and be a more direct comparison to the Milky Way. The

cosmological simulation of Debattista et al. (2019) from the FIRE project is shown

to exhibit a B/P bulge. It contains merging and accretion events along with an AMR

with a stronger correlation between age and metallicity. Separating by metallicity to

uncover differences in longitude proper motion may be possible here. The simulation

in this project is helpful for determining the pure contribution of internal evolution,

however, being able to compare this contribution to external influence will be more

applicable. The measurements of a simulation with no B/P bulge component will

augment the measurements similar to the previous statement. The kinematics of

a spherical bulge can be subtracted from a compound bulge to leave only the B/P

component which may emphasise its features.

This project was conducted with the simulation evolved to 10 Gyr to make a
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comparison to observations. To further reinforce the theoretical considerations,

analysing how the proper motions change through the evolution of the simulation

could potentially add insights into the history and projected changes of the simula-

tion and the Milky Way. This can be achieved by analysing multiple snapshots of

the simulation.

Further prospects await the release of Gaia DR3 and the expanded VVV survey

(VVVx) will provide higher resolution measurements covering a wider field than

what is presently available. This along with new surveys such as the Large Synoptic

Survey Telescope (LSST) which will add more measurements to the mapping of

the Galaxy and its bulge. The launch of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)

will explore the early universe and give insights into the early formation history of

external galaxies. These observations will expose processes such as buckling in these

early galaxies and give indications as to how the Milky Way has evolved through its

formation.
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